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Executive Summary
The Palestinian Agricultural Disaster Risk Reduction and Insurance Fund (PADRRIF)
was established through Law No (12) for the year 2013. It is an independent fund
specialized in compensations for natural disasters and agricultural insurances of all
types. It shall be called the Palestinian Agricultural Disaster Risk Reduction and Insurance Fund and shall have two accounts: One account for compensations for natural
disasters, and a second account for agricultural insurances of all types. The Fund enjoys full legal personality and qualifications to conduct all its businesses and legal acts
that guarantee the achievements of the objectives for which it was established. It shall
have an independent financial status including ownership of movable and immovable
assets and shall have the right to litigate in accordance with the provisions of the law.
The Fund fell short of some of its tasks due to its recent experience and insufficient
resources, especially to fund its investment activities. For these reasons, the services
it provides to farmers remained limited and could not contribute to promoting the
agricultural sector in general.
Review of the Fund’s establishment acts, which amended some of its law provisions
and other relevant financial and administrative regulations, revealed lacuna in terms
of good governance as regards integrity, transparency and accountability. These acts
need to be revisited to promote the values of integrity, transparency and accountability with active contribution from the board of directors. Furthermore, the Law Decree
governing the Fund needs to be published. Five other documents were published
in the years 2016-2018 on the Diwan Al-Fatwa Wa Al-Tashri website, some of which
amended a number articles in the Law of 2018. The amendments included Article 24.3
on resources collected from farmers and companies following recommendations from
the Ministerial Council rather than the Board of Directors. Furthermore, appointments
to senior positons in the Fund were nominated by the Ministerial Council in 2017. The
administrative and financial systems were published on the website upon recommendation from the Board of Directors in 2016.
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It is awkward to note that although the Fund’s internal bylaws [and financial and administrative system] were proposed by its Board, they provide for a broad mandate of
the President of the Fund and marginalize the Board in several financial and administrative issues. This leads to authoritarian management, which resulted in many cases
of conflict of interest, problems relevant to appointment and jobs with clear absence
of the role of the Board. Consequently, any real remedy to this situation must commence with amendments to the Fund’s law, and administrative and financial system.
The recommendations focused on either amending the mandate and functions of the
Fund’s President, as stipulated in Article (16) of the Law Decree 12 for the year 2013 on
the Agricultural Disaster Risk Reduction Mitigation and Agricultural Insurance, and the
President’s mandate in Article (2) of the Financial and Administrative System.
Having an executive council may contribute positively to enhancing accountability in
the Fund. Such a council may represent different sectors and be assigned a specific
and clear role without overriding the mandate of the executive team or the role and
responsibilities of the Board.
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Introduction
The importance of agricultural institutions stems from the importance of the sector
itself in future development and in sovereignty over food. Strong institutions that
enjoy integrity, transparency, good governance together with influence and ability
to respond to the needs of Palestinian agriculture and farmers represent a national
priority that the government needs to embrace under deterioration of the share of
agricultural sector in the GDP. The share dropped from 36% in 1970’s to 25% in 1980’s
to reach 13% in 1990’s and drop further to around 8.2% in 2000 to 6.1% in 2009 and
reached 3% in 2017, as reported in the National Accounts Data produced by the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics. This undermined agricultural employment, which
represented 14% in 2010 and fell to 6.7% in 2017, as per labor statistics published by
PCBS in 2019 report .
In addition to the efforts and activities made by the Ministry of Agriculture to support
the sector, PADRRIF was established by Law No 12 for the year 2013. The said Law Decree regulated the Fund’s objectives and mandate as well as its board and executive
management, activities, funds, financial resources and the types of compensations
and insurances it covers among other issues.
However, the limited operational and development expenditure of MoA and its affiliated funds indicate that it is difficult to produce serious change without upgrading the
budgets and activities of the Ministry of Agriculture. Indeed, the budget allocations
do not concord with the needs of the sector. Nonetheless, limited resources allocated
to the agricultural sector do not represent the sole problem since the Ministry plays
a supervisory not executive role, which means that its ability to make changes in the
sector is restricted .
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PCBS, Key National Accounts Indicators in Palestine for the years 2015-2016, on link: https://bit.ly/2xpSS7q
workshop on “Policy Dialogue – Justice for the Agricultural Sector”, Social and Economic Policies Monitor, 2019, intervention
by Nasser Abdelkareem
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The Report aims to examine the oversight and internal and external control systems
in the Fund, and oversee its staff and the transparency and integrity of its procedures.
To prepare this report, relevant laws governing the activity of the Fund and their
amendments were reviewed together with the Fund’s administrative and financial systems. The literature reviews also included the Income Tax Law, as amended in recent
years as well as reports and studies on the agricultural sector in general. Furthermore,
studies and reports on tax rebates, statistics and general reports on the agricultural
sector were consulted. Additionally, interviews were held with various stakeholders
(Ministry of Agriculture, Palestinian Farmers Union, Union of Agricultural Work Committees, executive office, and board of the Fund. However, the Ministry of Finance
did not respond to the invitation to interview sent to the Minister notwithstanding
government’s promise to make its ministries accessible and open to the civil society
organizations. Refusal to take part in the interview obliged researchers to delete the
second part of the report focusing on tax rebates.
The report covers four key aspects of the Fund’s business together with the legal
framework that govern its activities, governance, integrity and transparency environment and the services.
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Legal Framework Governing the Agricultural Disaster Risk
Reduction and Assurance Fund
The Fund was established by Law No (12) for the year 2013, as an independent fund
specializing in paying compensations for natural disasters and agricultural insurances
of all types. It is called the Palestinian Agricultural Disaster Risk Reduction and Insurance Fund and shall operate two accounts: one account for compensations for natural disasters and another for agricultural insurances of all types. It shall represent a
legal personality with full legal capacity to fulfill its activities and legal mandate, which
guarantees it achieves its objectives. The Fund enjoys independent finance including
ownership of movable and immovable assets and the right to litigate in accordance
with the provisions of the law. Its vision is to A sustainable investment-promoting
agri-business environment; enhanced by a leading institution in the field of Agricultural Risk Management.
Article (7) of the Law prescribes the functions of the Fund: 1) set the mechanisms
and amounts of compensations to farmers for natural disasters; 2) invest in the technologies and tools that enhance the ability to sense risk and prescribe precautionary
measures to mitigate their impact; 3) compensations to farmers; 4) compensations for
the insured; 5) investment of the Fund’s money; 6) Reinsurance via any organization
specialized in this activity; 7) prescribe specific mechanisms for coordination with entities specialized in agricultural insurance against natural disasters and all risks that
cause harm or loss to agricultural activities in all stages, as per this Law Decree. Article
(23) stipulates that the Fund’s capital shall be defined by a Ministerial Council resolution, and shall comprise the following shares: 1) Government contribution of no less
than 51% of the Fund’s capital; 2) contribution from unions, civil society organizations
and specialized agricultural councils and other agricultural sectors of no more than
(49%) of the Fund’s capital.
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Law Decree (12) of 2013 on the Palestinian Agricultural Disaster Risk Reduction and Insurance Fund,
available on link: https://bit.ly/2Kip1Uk
Ibid
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The Fund’s resources comprise: (1) investment resources, which include: a) interest on
Fund’s money deposited at banks; b) Profits and surplus generated by the Fund; c) return on investment of Fund’s money in profitable projects. (2) Governmental resources,
a lump sum identified and allocated following a study submitted by the Fund to the
Ministerial Council prior to the ratification of next fiscal year’s budget; (3) resources
collected from farmers: a) a percentage that does not exceed 30% of the tax revenues
on imported agricultural goods with their written approval; b) 1% of the marketing of
agricultural products; c) insurance premium paid by the insured according to an insurance contract; (4) Proceeds of agricultural funds: a) Proceeds of Grapes and Plums
Fund; b)proceeds of any other agricultural funds. (5) Resources collected from institutions and companies: a) 10% of the fees of services collected by agricultural councils
and unions according with the law; donations from regional and international institutions provided there is Ministerial Council’s approval; c) donations from local organizations; d) Guarantees of international institutions supporting the Fund; e) donations
from Arab and foreign states to the Fund; f) projects receiving foreign funding to fulfill
the tasks of the Fund; g) loans from banks and specialized lending institutions; h) fees
and insurance premiums on the shares allocated to the Fund upon reinsurance.

Fund’s Governance
A review of the Law on PADRRIF for the year 2013, as amended and the Fund’s administrative and financial regulations and systems show clear lacuna as relates to good
governance of the Fund in terms of integrity values, transparency principles and accountability systems. All these regulations and systems, together with some articles
in the relevant law, require review and amendment with active participation from the
board to comply with good governance, especially as relates to appointments, expenditure, mandate of the Board and president of the Fund, codes of ethics of staff
and board members in addition to policies to prevent conflict of interest.
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Following publication of the law decree, five other documents were published in the
years 2016-2018 on the website of Diwan Al-Fatwa was Al-Tashri’, some of which included amendments to certain articles in the law in 2018: amendment to Article 24.3
on resources collected from farmers and companies upon recommendation of the
Ministerial Council and board of directors. The Article was amended to read as follows:
(A) Resources recovered from tax rebates, amounting to (16%) of the inputs of animal
production. (25%) of this value shall be transferred to PADRRIF’s special account in
December of every fiscal year to implement the Fund’s objectives and tasks. (50%) of
the tax rebates shall be transferred to the farmer or company while (25%) of the tax
rebate shall be transferred to the Ministry of Finance and Planning.
(B) the Ministry of Finance and Planning transfers (30%) of the plants tax rebate it
collected to a special account of PADRRIF in December every fiscal year to help the
Fund fulfill is role.
(C) (1%) of agricultural products marketing.
The article amended relates directly to the interest of groups represented by the members of the board, namely representatives of farmers. As relates to tax rebates, the
amendment should have been discussed at the board level and that the board submits recommendations to the Ministerial Council. The same applies to appointment
to senior positons in the Fund, which was done upon nomination from the Ministerial
Council in 2017. Furthermore, the financial and administrative system was posted on
the website (upon recommendation of the board in 2016). It is strange to note that the
internal bylaws, although proposed by the board, grant a broad mandate to the president while marginalizing the board itself in many financial and administrative issues.
Some of the powers contradict with the law, as shown in Table (1).
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Board of Directors
The Board shall be established via a Ministerial Council’s resolution and shall be chaired
by eh Minister of Agriculture. It shall comprise 15 members, including the chair. Representation on the board shall be as follows:
(A) Five experienced members representing the government sector from the following
entities:
1- Representative of the Ministry of Agriculture;
2- representative of the Ministry of Finance;
3- representative of the Ministry of National economy;
4- representative of the Palestinian Monetary Authority;
5- representative of the Palestinian Capital Market Authority.
(B) five members representing unions and civil society organizations and specialized
agricultural councils subscribed to the Fund, where their representation is proportional to their shares.
(C) For members who have relevant experience nominated by the chair of the Board
to the Ministerial Council for approval, provided that they do not represent the
above-stated entities (MoA and MoF).
(D) members of the board are nominated in accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2 of
this article by their agencies and their names are submitted to the Ministerial Council
for approval.
The law applicable to board membership is violated. For instance, FAO is represented as a member of the board although the Palestinian law does not provide for this
possibility. It prescribed in another article that one of the terms of membership to the
board is for the member to hold Palestinian citizenship. Some may logically argue that
the FAO representative holds Palestinian citizenship, but attention must be made that
membership is based on institutional not individual affiliation.
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Mandate of the board as compared to the mandate of the chair of the
board
Customarily, transparency and integrity indicators score low in application of internal
bylaws and regulations as a result of lack of efficiency and integrity in application by
law enforcement agents. However, in the case study at hand, achievement of integrity,
transparency and accountability is largely unavailable since the laws and administrative and financial systems restrict this process. The same applies to the conflict of
interest resulting from the fact that the law drafters are the law enforcing agencies.
For example, Article (2) of the financial and administrate system grants full financial,
administrative and technical authority to the president of the Fund. Furthermore, Article (16) of the Law Decree (12) grants broad mandate to the president of the Fund. The
following table shows the authorities stated in the said Law Decree and the powers
granted under the administrative and financial system.
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Table (1): Comparison between the powers and mandate granted to the
President of the Fund in the Law Decree and in the financial and administrative
system:

Powers and mandate of the President of
the Fund in the financial and
administrative system

Power and mandate of thepresident of the Fund
in the LawDecree (12) for the Year 2013 on the
Palestinian AgriculturalDisaster Risk Reduction
andInsurance Fund.

Article (2): The President of the Fund shall
enjoy the powers of a head of a government
department at both administrative and
financial levels. The powers are detailed in
Article (3) as follows:
1- Supervise administrative, financial and
technical business of the Fund, and sign all
financial, administrative and technical transactions of the Fund, including procurement
and spending;
2- Sign all transactions of committees and
their remuneration;
3- Supervise the Fund’s branches in governorates and appoint staff therein under his/her
direct supervision;
4- Implement Fund’s public policies after ratification thereof by the Board;
5- Appoint staff according to the Fund’s organizational structure;
6- Follow up on the contracts other transactions needed for the conduct of the Fund’s
business and tasks, like insurance experts,
consultants and others.
7- Disperse allowances to Fund’s staff, experts and consultants consistent with the financial allocations for this purpose;

Article (16): Functions of the President of the
Fund
1- Implement the Fund’s general policy, as approved by the Board;
2- Implement the Board’s decisions;
3- Prepare draft general budget for submission
to the Chair of the Board;
4- Prepare an annual report on the financial and
administrative activities of the Fund;
5- Prepare periodic activity reports;
6- Prepare the Fund’s organizational structure
and submit it to the Board for approval prior
to submission to the Ministerial Council for endorsement.
7- General supervision of all Fund’s staff;
8- Prepare studies, plans, systems and instructions necessary for the conduct of the Fund’s
business and submit them to the board for approval;
9- Attend meetings of the Board without having
the right to vote on the Board’s decisions;
10- Any other functions or powers assigned
thereto by the Board.
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The law decree, which is a law in status, is a primary legislation and cannot be superseded by a secondary legislation, be it a regulation, instruction or any other statute.
However, the financial and administrative system granted the President of the Fund
powers to enter into procurement and expenses contracts. But, the Law Decree granted such mandate to the President of the Board, as stipulated in Article 12.6. As such,
the said-system violates the law and the principle of hierarchy of legislation. This renders the financial and administrative system appealable before the court and affects
the legal centers that may stem there-from. Furthermore, it is not acceptable for the
administrative and financial system to contradict with the law by granting a mandate
to the President of the Fund, which must be by law the responsibility of the board and
the chair of the board.
It is suggested to established an executive council with a task force representing all
parties (government, civil society and private sector) to oversee the Fund’s business
with specific and clear tasks and powers without undermining the role of the board.
This framework may enhance accountability, integrity and transparency in the executive management work.
Periodic board meetings
Another indicator measured focused on the number of board’s periodic meetings and
involvement of board members in promoting Fund’s performance and regulations.
Observations relating to periodicity of meetings:
The board was active during the establishment phased, i.e. during preparation of bylaws and instructions. However, following this phase, the board’s meeting became
non-periodic and infrequent to the extent that six months could elapse without sending an invitation to a board meeting. Furthermore, it was noticed that members did
not attend essential meetings to discuss the Fund’s resources and they did not receive
any financial report. On another note, some of the amendments were recommended
by the Ministerial Council and not the board; some of these articles are important for
the interest of the groups represented by the members of the board, particularly the
amendments related to the tax rebates and their rate .
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Interview with Fuad Abu Sief/ PADRRIF Board member, July 2019
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The board’s meetings and their periodicity and dissemination of their resolutions are
still unavailable. The board does not meet regularly. The internal bylaw refers to eight
annual meetings, but this does not happen on regular basis. A review of the Fund’s
website does not show an reports of minutes of meetings posted on the website .
The President of the Fund explained the non-frequency of meetings by Minister’s preoccupation. For instance, Minister Shawqi Al-Issa is in charge of two ministries in addition to the Ministry of Agriculture. This affected the number of meetings the Fund’s
board could hold .
Remunerations of board and committees’ members
The internal bylaw regulates the remunerations of the president and members of the
board and committees in charge of assessment of loss and damage as well as PADRRIF staff. However, in addition to these categories, the financial and administrative
system stipulates for the remunerations of a large number of experts and consultants.
PADRRIF board chair and members are also entitled to allowances and coverage of
expenses of work missions, as per the regulations on business allowances and coverage of expenses applicable in the State of Palestine, which applies to the Fund’s board,
and experts and consultants assigned official duties by the Fund . The State Audit and
Administrative Control Bureau (SAACB) audited the Fund’s expenditure and referred in
its report to the disbursement of a risk allowance to the President of the Fund without
any due justification; this led to illegal, unjustified excessive spending .

See PADDRIF website, http://www.padrrif.org
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Interview with Nasser Al-Jaoub, PADRIFF president, interview held specifically for the purposes of this report, 2019
Article (1) Remuneration of board chair and members: the chair of the board, president of the fund and member of PADRIFF shall comply to attending meetings of the board, as per the provisions of this law, and shall be paid $ 500 or the
equivalent thereof in the currency legally in circulation for every meeting he/she attends provided that the sum paid annually for this purpose does not exceed $ 6000 or the equivalence thereof in the currency legally in circulation. The payment
shall be made for the period extending from the date of appointment of member to the board until elapse of his/her
mandate. Article (2): Allowances and Bonuses: the president and members of PADRRIF board shall be entitled to allowances and expenses entitled to the Fund’s staff as relates to allowances and expenses of official duties as per the regulations
on allowances of official duties applicable in Palestine. This applies to the President of the fund, consultants and experts
assigned official duties by the Fund. Article (3) prescribes for the remuneration of the committees for loss and damage
assessment. They shall receive an annual allowance for the work they perform. The president of the fund shall determine
the remuneration of committees’ members as duly applicable by the Fund. The list of remuneration shall be approved by
the chair of the board for disbursement from the Fund’s treasury. Article (4) regulates remuneration of staff whereby they
receive an annual allowance for the work they perform. The president of the fund shall specify the staff members, experts
and consultants entitled to such remuneration as per the bases adopted annually by the Fund. The list of payees shall be
submitted to the chair of the board of disbursement from the Fund’s budget. Article (5) regulates remuneration of consultants and experts and stipulates that they shall be paid from the Fund’s budget based on a list specifying their names
and payment prepared by the president of the fund and approved by the chair of the board.
SAACB report on PADDRIFF, 2018 for the financial year 2016-2017.
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Fund’s integrity and transparency system
Mechanisms of Staff Appointment
An observation of appointment and employment in PADRRIF revealed that recruitment or seconding from the Ministry of Agriculture did not take place under the supervision or upon knowledge of the board even in senior posts, as stated in interviews
with board members. The recruitment process raised reservations of SAACB, which
audited PADRRIF (2016-2017). The audit covered the following points: recruitment,
administrative affairs, financial affairs, tasks of the Directorate General of Agricultural
Insurances, functions of the Directorate General of compensations and development
and financial affairs among other issues including inefficient governance :
However, SAACB Report omitted the following points:
1. The internal bylaw and systems as well as the Law Decree that established PADRRIF
granted the President of the Fund a board mandate without the obligation to refer
to the board or minister;
2. The report did not address the infrequent board meetings, which should be chaired
by the Minister;
3. The report did not allude to the conflict of interest in appointments but recommended to devise a clear policy to prohibit conflict of interest in approval of projects to be implemented or in payment of compensations for damage as well as
staff remuneration and allowances.
4. The report did not mention that PADRRIF did not make any investments to help
it achieve its goals. However, the report state that the Ministry of Finance did not
transfer the tax debates and that PADRRIF did not have any future investment plan.
5. In an interview with the Fund’s Director General (President), on 27 May 2019, he
noted that he submitted a challenge against the objectivity and credibility of the
said report to the Prime Minister at the time. The challenge dismissed the claims
raised by SAACB and referred to the procedures as duly applied following approval
of the Minister.
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The report concluded that the rate of specialized positions represented 38.5% of the total staff, whereas assistant positions
represented 61% of the total staff. This affects the Fund’s ability to perform its tasks.
The Fund appointed 72 of its 91 staff members in different posts based on short-term contracts without announcing the
vacancies. Furthermore, the Fund appointed 33 staff members in long-term positons in the years 2015, 2016 and 2017
through internal vacancy notices. The recruitment was made through direct appointment without announcement of any
job opening or application of the rules and procedures applicable to recruitment. This undermines commitment to the
principles of integrity, transparency and equal opportunity in appointment of short-term employees.
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Publication Policy
The Fund’s website still lacks many important documents that boost active accountability and enhance an integrity and transparency environment in the Fund. The key
material is classified in the following table (financial and administrative reports, vacancy announcements, etc.)
Table (2) Documents, reports published/unpublished on PARIFF’s Website
Document name

Published on website

Not published
on website

1- Financial and administrative
systems
2- PADRRIF General Budget
3- Fund Revenues and expenses
4- Fund Procurement and tenders
5- Mechanism of investment of
PADRRIF funds
6- PADRRIF strategic plan
7- PADRRIF web page and
social media pages
8- Financial and administrative
systems
9- PADRRIF revenues and
expenses
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Document name

Published on website

Not published
on website

10- Names of members of the
board
11- Minutes of meetings of the
board
12- Vacancy notices
Policy for prohibition of conflict of interest
There isn’t any clear or written policy that prohibits conflict of interest in the business
of the Fund board although some members represent entities with variant and different goals, purposes and interests. Some members represent the government sector,
others represent farmers or agricultural institutions while others represent insurance
companies and banks.
PADRRIF’s executive management believes it is unexpected they gather around a single interest or goal. The law decree establishing the Fund, mainly Article (10) prohibits
that a member sits on the board for two consecutive mandates. Article (11) implies
that termination of membership can take place in specific cases, including dismissal.
In case a member conducts in a manner that defames the reputation of the Fund or
inflicts flagrant material or moral damage, the said member shall be dismissed. We
believe that this measure is deterrent and restricts any act that may raise conflict of
interest and thus defaming the board as a whole. Restricting the prohibition of conflict of interest among executive management members to abstention from voting
on board (executive council) resolutions is insufficient of prevent conflict of interest,
which may arise in different circumstances and executive decisions .

Interviews held for the purpose of the report, June 2019
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Staff Code of Ethics and Compliance Therewith
There isn’t any code of ethics for the Fund personnel, but a set of values provided for
in the Fund’s strategy in addition to the professional code of ethics of public servants.
All staff members received a copy of the code of ethics in public service and workshops were organized to explain its content, provisions and rules to ensure compliance subject to liability .
Staff members financial declaration
The declarations submitted by the Fund to the Anti-Corruption Commission include
periodic financial declaration of board members and staff. There is a list of names, as
per the Anticorruption Law (1) for the year 2005, as amended
Regulations or instructions on acceptance of gifts and compliance
There isn’t a system regulating this matter, except for some provisions on acceptance
of gifts as stated in the public service code of ethics, Article (12).
Mechanisms to report on cases of corruption and protection of
whistleblowers and witnesses
Upon asking staff about the existence of such a mechanism, they explained that only
conventional oversight measures are applied but there isn’t a clear mechanism for
staff regarding reporting and protection of witnesses and whistleblowers. The majority explained that they apply the regulations of any other government institution. Since
PADRRIF is a government agency, it is subject to oversight of SAACB and the General
Personnel Council. An administrative controller is appointed by the General Personnel
Council and a financial controller represents the Ministry of Finance to monitor all
financial transactions. Furthermore, the Fund’s organizational structure comprises a
financial and administrative control department .
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Interviews held for the purpose of the report, June 2019
Interviews held for the purpose of the report, June 2019
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PADRRIF Services
PADRRIF services to farmers and to the agricultural sector in Palestine are still limited
and captive either of the time or funding factors. The legal services for credit, insurance and tax rebate is coherent and provide awareness services to farmers to encourage them register their businesses. This is important to protect the farmers’ business
and to help the government solve the problem of task evasion on clearance invoices.
This collection is important to increase PADRRIF’s revenues from tax rebates .
Compensation mechanisms
A resolution of the Ministerial Council in its weekly session (17/178) on 14 November 2017 ratified the mechanisms of agricultural compensations. The mechanism was
then applied to assess damages in several stages starting at the moment the damage
occurs, whether natural or political. Later, subcommittees start a quick and preliminary assessment of damages (as the damage takes place) to assess losses. Then, the
committees conduct a field visit and document the damages while recording data
on agricultural ownership and proprietors; they further take pictures of the affected
site. The Committee also requests proof of ownership of every farmer. Afterwards the
damage is calculated using a costing sheet approved by the Ministry of Agriculture.
The damage per farmer and type is assessed. Lists are established and approved by
the subcommittees and general directorate of agricultural extension and other competent departments at the Ministry of Agriculture prior to submission to PADRRIFF to
estimate the compensation. The lists are submitted to the board for discussion prior
to ratification by the Ministerial Council to approve the disbursing of funds.
It should be noted that for political damages (destruction of agricultural land by the
occupation) the administrative framework of the Agricultural Aid Project is applied in
the West Bank, and the EU-funded Private Sector Reconstruction Project is applied in
Gaza. Moreover, staff of the General Directorates of the Ministry serve farmers and
enter data on political damage to the special database.

Interviews held for the purpose of the report, June 2019
PADDRIF, “Strategic Directions 2017-2022”, see Agricultural Compensations Mechanism, 2017
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Compensation for natural agricultural damages
PADRRIFF compensated farmers affected by natural disasters like flooding, cold, frost,
wind and snow. It also compensated farmers affected by epidemics like sheep Parkinson’s disease, avian flu in the Est Bank and Gaza Strip. Generally, affected farmers were
compensated for the period up to 2015 for those who did not receive any compensation from any other agency for the same damage.
Compensation for damages caused by the occupation
Compensation is paid for the damages caused by the Israeli occupation, which are
descried as “political damages through the Agricultural Aid Project in the West Bank
and Reconstruction of the Private Sector/ Agriculture in the Gaza Strip, bot funded by
the European Union. The Agricultural Aid Project started in the West Bank on 1 September 2010. It documents the agricultural damage caused by the Israeli occupation
on a special database and provide assistance to the affected farmers in the form of
developmental project to support their resilience on their land and protect their land
against confiscation .
The existence of a mechanism for compensation is vital since compensation in the
past did not take place in accordance with a clear and specific mechanism. PADRRIF
succeeded in the past years in developing a mechanism for compensation of farmers
for natural disasters and disasters caused by the occupation policies.
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Compensation is paid for the damages caused by the Israeli occupation, which are
descried as “political damages through the Agricultural Aid Project in the West Bank
and Reconstruction of the Private Sector/ Agriculture in the Gaza Strip, bot funded by
the European Union. The Agricultural Aid Project started in the West Bank on 1 September 2010. It documents the agricultural damage caused by the Israeli occupation
on a special database and provide assistance to the affected farmers in the form of
developmental project to support their resilience on their land and protect their land
against confiscation .
The existence of a mechanism for compensation is vital since compensation in the
past did not take place in accordance with a clear and specific mechanism. PADRRIF
succeeded in the past years in developing a mechanism for compensation of farmers
for natural disasters and disasters caused by the occupation policies.
The mechanism helped promote integrity and transparency in compensations, which
was previously done haphazardly with many suspicions raised about the real beneficiaries. Farmers used to complain much about the compensation system before this
mechanism. Therefore, the creation of the compensation mechanism is an important
achievement by PADRRIF since it helps to:
• Establish a mechanism to hold staff accountable for the effectiveness and integrity
of the compensations
• Halt waste of public fund
• Reduce corruption resulting from payment of compensations to beneficiaries who
do not deserve to receive them. This was the situation that raised several problems
before.
• Document the losses damage using modern tools and techniques
• Minimize the manipulation of the compensation process
• Document the list of beneficiaries.
• Auditing of lists and damages became possible with the new mechanism
• Attempt to compensate the compensations paid by different parties.
• Accurate assessment of disasters
• Compensation in the past depended on lists ratified by the Ministerial Council without any real assessment of damages.
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Findings
Any national agencies established should perform better and deliver more quickly
than the ministries they are affiliated to so that they can provide effective and transparent services to the beneficiaries and avoid replicating the ministry’s experience.
The recent establishment of the Fund, combined with lack of funding, undermined the
services it provides to farmers and to the agricultural sector in general.
The report general concluded that it is necessary to enhance the integrity, transparency and accountability system in the Fund. The board may apply a number of measures
in this regard. A good starting point would be to amend the Law Decree (12) of 2013
on PADRRIF, especially as relates to governance and the role of the board. It will be
helpful to benefit from the experience of the Fund for Employment and Social Protection, which has an executive council with a task force representing all stakeholders and
clear mandate that does not supersede the role of the Board. Such a framework may
enhance accountability, transparency and integrity in the activities of the executive
management.
The major challenge to develop the Fund’s integrity and accountability system lies
in the formulation of policies and regulations like codes of ethics for staff and clear
policies to prohibit conflict of interest in appointments, investment or future projects.
Furthermore, providing sufficient funding is important to deliver services to farmers
like agricultural insurances and to implement investment projects, agricultural extension and early warning. Such an effort could expand the activities of the Fund under
clear and transparent investment mechanisms.
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Recommendations
1. Modify the functions and mandate of the President of the Fund, as stipulated in
Article (16) of the Law Decree (12) of 2003 on PADRRIF
2. Amend Law Decree (12) of 2013 on PADRRIF to include granting the board supervisory responsibility over PADRRIF’s administrative and financial matters.
3. Amend the financial and administrative system, particularly Article (2) that contradicts with the Law Decree and grants the President of the Fund broad mandate at
the expense of the mandate of the board. Furthermore, the mandate of the Fund’s
manager contradicts with the mandate of the President of the Fund, specifically as
relates to the power to enter into contracts and agreements.
4. Produce regular financial and administrative reports and publish them on the Fund’s
website.
5. Devise a clear policy to prohibit conflict of interest that may stem from the implementation of any projects, approval of compensations and allowances. The policy
must be comprehensive and applicable at the level of executive management and
the board.
6. Appoint an executive council among the members of the board representing all of
the civil, governmental and private sectors to support the board in specific functions, and write clear description of the role of this executive council.
7. Ratify policies to minimize conflict of interest and codes of ethics for staff and
members of the board.
8. Establish a legal services system to govern credit, insurance, and tax rebate and associate it to programs to raise farmers’ awareness and encourage them to register
at the tax department. Official registration protects farmers and helps the government solve the problem of tax evasion in tax clearance invoices on the other.
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The Coalition for Accountability & Integrity (AMAN)- which was accredited by
Transparency International (TI) as a national chapter in Palestine since 2006established in 2000 by an
initiative of number of CSOs working in the field of democracy, human rights and good governance
towards reaching its vision of Palestine free of Corruption.
The Coalition is keen to create and lead a social movement against corruption and to contribute in
the production, transferring and localization of the necessary knowledge in anti-corruption at the
local, regional and international level.
The Coalition is also keen to play its monitoring/watchdog role on the National
Integrity System through focusing on community participation, activating the role of civil society
institutions and media in monitoring management of public money and affairs, and creating a work
environment that contributes to unclose corruption crimes and restrict its spread.

AMAN- Coalition for Accountability and Integrity
Ramallah, Irsal St, Remawi Building , 1st floor
Tel: +970 2 2974949 /+970 2 2989506
Fax: +970 2 2974948
Gaza, Southern Rimal - Habboush St. Dream Building - 3rd floor
Tel: +970 8 2884767
Fax: +970 8 2884766

